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The IWA Georgia welcomes and assists newcomers to Georgia by 
fostering goodwill and friendship among Association members and 

building relationships between women of different cultures who are 
living in Georgia. The IWA Georgia introduces its members to the unique 

circumstances of living in the Caucasus and provides them with 
opportunities to socialize with each other and to enhance their 

understanding of Georgia.



News from IWA

Welcoming the New Members of IWA

On the 5th of November , new members had the occasion to meet 

with the interest group leaders and discuss about their interests and 

IWA’s activities together with the President Mrs Lila Yiannakaki-

Karabalis and the Vice President and CPC Chair Mrs Margret 

Schmidt.



Community Projects Committee News

CPC Project Reports November 2019

Following projects CPC members 
were monitoring and visiting before 
our November GBM.
We want to inform you about this 
successfully supported projects by 
IWA.
APNSC Project „Hand in Hand“

Project main activities were 
workshops in inclusive environment 
arranged for 
schoolchildren at APNSC office and 
visiting families who were registered 
under the poverty line, especially the 
families, having many children. The 
schools and the families were chosen 
from the same region/area, with the 

help of government representatives 
from Isani and Samgori
Municipalities. 
The activity helps families to feel 
attention, gain new items for home and 
also gave beneficiaries an opportunity
to help vulnerable part of society, show 
their support, share their work and love.

Child & Environment 
„Opening of the Physiotherapy 
Room and Intervention Room 

in the Center for
Children with Disabilities“ 8th

November

IWA has been invited together with 
co-sponsors Adra and Polish Aid, 
the therapy center was finished 
recently. It has space for physical 
activities and psychological therapy 
for the disabled children.

Nana Lashvili, the director of Child 
& Environment gave us a detailed 
presentation followed by a musical 
show prepared by the children later 
on.
Banu & Leila who are CPC members 
in charge of the project, will be 
keeping in touch with the center for 
the additional painting project.



Community Projects Committee News

Focus Project during - event 
November 3rd Lanchkuti

„The goal of the project is to 
improve breast cancer outcomes in 
Georgia, strength regional units of 
Winner Women´s Club, provide 

physical and pschological
rehabilitation prorgram for gerional
breast cancer surviors.“ 
More than 55 survivors (breast and 
cervical cander) were involved at 
the rehabilitation program –
psychological and physical. They 
also were financial supported for 
monitoring their health conditions 
(check up) by local governments.
At November 3rd, IWA members 
attended event supporting breast 
cancer 
survivors to Lanchkuti and 
Chokhatauri regions. The message 
of the event 
was „continue the history and win“. 
The main goal of the event and 
photo session 
is to strengthen survivors and to 
support them with an information 
campaign. 

To show how open they are, 
speak free about their stories 
and experiences.
Likewise, they help others to 
break the stigma about cancer. 
Media journalists, company 
„Marigold“ and girls football 
team – champions of Georgia 
2019 – have united and 
participated at the joint photo 
session with breast cancer 
survivors. The event was 
supported by the Municipalities 
Lanchkuti and Chokhatauri, 
Ninoshvili´s Museum in 

Lanchkuti, local theatre troupe 
and small business groups.

Winner Women´s Club 

„Support Breast and Cervical Cancer 
Survivors in the regions of Georgia!”



Feature Article

Fashion Week In Tbilisi

By Giga Uchatov Translated by Tako Johnson

"Mercedes-benz fashion week" was held in Tbilisi 

from October 30 to November 4. Tbilisi Concert 

Hall at the Philharmonic was chosen as the main 

location for the show where 30 designers would 

present their new designs. Traditionally, many 

familiar designers were unable to present spring-

summer collection and the list of participants was 

cut in half. 

However,  Avtandili, after one season of "Time-

out“,  returned to the runway whose new collection 

was no longer featured by  the usual folly, art prints 

or inscriptions. Bichola, also had a come back after 

a long time break.

Georgian Show Business representatives, gathering 

at the frontrow of the show,  expressed large 

interest to the Georgian Designers who practice in 

Russia. Everyone was expecting something special, 

but the collection seemed uninteresting  and did 

not fit the trend of rhythm and style of  Tbilisi.  The 

back-stage rumors said that Bichola also had 

Russian influence as the evening dresses resembled 

to banquet dresses.

As for the debut, young designer Levan Shvelidze, 

the winner of the previous season of "Benext", has 

officially joined the schedule. His collection has also 

received much criticism on the social media. The 

androgenic models, make-up and theatrical 

appearance have caused controversy among the 

attendees.



Feature Article

Fashion Week In Tbilisi

One of the most memorable moments of the week 

was the appearance of Armenian model Armine 

Arutinian. The model, which has been criticized in 

Georgia for her participation in the Gucci show, has 

arrived specifically to the “Dalood” show. In her 

interviews, Armine mentioned that she loves Georgia 

and Georgian people. 

It is interesting to mention the young designer Aka 

Prodishvili’s show whose models resembled the 

heroes of the series "American horror story". At the 

entrance to the Buyers store, visitors to the Aka’s  

show were met at the entrance by Marilyn Monroe's 

theatrical corpse. And her song dedicated to 

Kennedy “happy birthday Mr. President” was on the 

background of the stage. The show has received quite 

positive reviews. By the way, Aka Frodiashvili is one 

of the new Georgian designers to be among the 100 

most courageous designers in the magazine 

"Dazeed".

George Keburia was also inspired by Kennedy. The 

classic silhouettes used in his collection would 

definitely remind you of the elegant style of 

Jacqueline Kennedy.

Few designers were my favorite at this show. These 

were Aleksandre Akhalkatsishvili, Materiel (22/19 

Kote Apkhazi Street), Anuki Areshidze, Anouki (2 

Tarkhnishvili street) and Tamuna Ingorokhva, 

INGOROKVA (7 Bambis rigi Street). You'll find 

plenty of styles  for both spring and summer seasons 

in their collection.

Thus it's time to check out their display look books 

and get ready for a wardrobe update. 



Noteworthy

Dear IWA members!

We, the Association for People in Need of 

Special Care, would like to invite you to our 

in-house Christmas Bazaar. APNSC is a 

local NGO running in Tbilisi a daycare center 

for adults with intellectual disabilities. We 

provide social therapy to 53 beneficiaries.

The Christmas Bazaar takes place in 

APNSC daycare center - in Isani district 

on Thursday, December 12th, from 13 to 

20:00 hrs, you will be able to purchase 

items produced by the beneficiaries in the 

therapeutic workshops. By purchasing 

products made in APNSC you are 

supporting therapy of people with intellectual 

disabilities.

Please feel free to share this invitation 

among your family, friends and colleagues. 

You can also enjoy delicious mulled wine, 

Christmas music and warm conversations 

with friends. For any questions contact 

directly APNSC a t infoapnsc@gmail.com

Have a good time & many greetings Your

APNSC-community

PS. APNSC is located in Isani district, not 

too far from metro 300 Araghveli - in one of 

the small side streets going from Avlipi

Zurabashvili Str. Please check out the map 

attached.

Association for People in 

Need of Special Care 

(APNSC)

Ubilava str. 8, Tbilisi, 0144 

GE; tel.: +995322776307; 

email: infoapnsc@gmail.com; 

FB :APNSC Dayhome

mailto:infoapnsc@gmail.com
mailto:infoapnsc@gmail.com


Noteworthy

11 thAnnual Tbilisi Gala Benefit Burns Supper and Ball 
Saturday 1 February 2020, 6pm, 

Sheraton Grand Metechi Palace Hotel 

The Tbilisi Gala Benefit Burns 
Supper and Ball will mark its 
11th edition with an eagerly-
awaited return to the 
sparklingly-renovated Sheraton 
Grand Metechi Palace Hotel on 
Saturday 1 st February 2020.

Around the world, Burns 
Suppers celebrate the life and 
works of the revered Scottish 
poet Robert Burns, and the 
Tbilisi chapter has firmly 
established itself as a highlight 
on the social calendar, always 
selling out.

This year, just like the previous 
ten, we are expecting to raise a 
large amount of money for 
worthy charitable causes here in 
Georgia with the help of our 
generous guests including many 
dignitaries from the diplomatic 
and business community. 

Three charitable causes – Temi
Community (caring for a wide range of 
vulnerable people), Catharsis (helping 
the homeless elderly by providing hot 
meals) and Dog Organization Georgia 
(providing shelter for stray animals 
along with sterilization, vaccination 
and adoption programs) - will benefit 
from a fun and culture-packed event 
which last year raised over 40,000 
GEL. A sumptuous four-course meal 
and Scottish country dancing (to the 
sounds of the Glencraig Band, flown in 
from Scotland) will be relished by over 
200 guests to celebrate the life and 
works of Burns whose poems and 
songs have entertained and inspired 
for centuries. The night also includes 
various traditional toasts including the 
Address to a Haggis, a tribute to the 
Scottish delicacy, as well as a live 
auction and grand prize raffle. 
Ticketsfor the event are already on 
sale, and please email 
burnstbilisi@gmail.com to make an 
enquiry. Finally, please feel free to 
share this release with anyone who 
may be interested in attending one of 
the best nights of the year in Tbilisi



Coffee Mornings

4th Coffee Morning
on Oct. 4, 2019

Hosted by Tamar Gogatishvili

at Museum Hotel Tbilisi
https://www.museumhotel.ge/en

We were welcomed by a beautiful view on 
the top of the Museum Hotel. Ms. Sophie 
Jgarkava, General Manager of the hotel, 
shared the history of the building and the 
concept of the hotel. Ms. Tamar 
Gagatishvili introduced us her to NGO 
Nakvalevi(https://www.facebook.com/na
kvalevi.org/ ) accompanied by her 
students from Gori involved in the 
project. Then we were fortunate to receive 
a recital by Anna Tchania

Ms. Tamar Gogatishvili (host and IWA member) 
with students of her NGO Nakvalevi

5th Coffee Morning 
on Oct. 11, 2019

Hosted by Anousha Radzad

at Irmale’s vegan friendly Café
https://www.facebook.com/irmalesvegancafe/

Anousha loves nature. She loves hiking in 
the mountains. Her tea has her spirit in 
it. My favorite is her “Relaxation Tea”. It 
goes well with vegan treats.

Ms. Anousha Radzad( host and IWA Member) 
introduced her Anousha Tea 
http://anoushatea.com/.

6th Coffee Morning 
on Oct. 23, 2019

Hosted by Diana Shatirishvili

at Vineria
https://www.facebook.com/vineriageorgia/

In a very stylish and spacious setting, we 
have received a very competent 
introduction to the Georgian wine culture, 
with its history, the most famous regions 
and grape varieties. As a highlight, we 
played a casino-like game, tasted wine, had 
fun and learned a lot.

Wine casino - and we were all winners!

7th Coffee Morning
on Oct. 30, 2019

Hosted by Nateli Shatirishvili

at Private Gynecological Clinic 

“MeZone”
https://www.facebook.com/MezoneClinic/

I thought to enter a gynecological clinic and 
was surprised by a very cosy and warm 
atmosphere. The clinic offers evidence-
based Medical Case Management, Care and 
Treatment. With doctors who speak 
Georgian, English, and Russian.

Doctors who are friendly, professional, and fluent in 
several languages.

https://www.museumhotel.ge/en
https://www.facebook.com/nakvalevi.org/
https://www.facebook.com/irmalesvegancafe/
http://anoushatea.com/?fbclid=IwAR1J6r-4Dbu1rjMbsEl8pIY7WGJtVGsLerJvknOO9ENV3gNfENqnAEFTzjQ
https://www.facebook.com/vineriageorgia/
https://www.facebook.com/MezoneClinic/


Interest Groups

Join IWA Interest groups for 2019-2020

By Anush Klimczyk

Groups Contact Person E-mail

Cultural Cooking Nasrin Sardari nasrinsardari@yahoo.com

Art Group Dali Nazarishvili dnazarishvili@gmail.com

Russian Conversation (for beginners) Julia Zhelezniakova j-fleur@rambler.ru

About Georgia Oya Atakan atakanoya@yahoo.com

Manana Chubinidze mananachubinidze@yahoo.com

Art Discussion Group Theresa Weinheimer tweinheimer@mac.com

Infant House Deborah Dunn debgdunn@gmail.com

Fashion Group Maia Bakradze bakradze.maia@yahoo.com

Walking Shirin Radzad rad.shirin5@gmail.com

Wine Tasting group Tamari Gogatishvili gogatishvilitamar@gmail.com

Museum Group Natali Hirsch fam.hirschi@hispeed.ch

Craft Group Theresa Weinheimer tweinheimer@mac.com

Introduction of Georgian Designers Bengu Akcardak bengu.akcardak@gmail.com

Iveta Gedvilaite gedvilaite.iveta@gmail.com

Russian Conversation Lena Bejanishvili lenchik_bej@yahoo.com

Janna Ajemian jannaajem@rambler.ru

English Conversation Marianna Zonenberg mzonenberg@usa.net

Book Club Narges Mahmudi nargesmahmudi@gmail.com

Georgian Conversation Nana Shavtvaladze nana_shavtvaladze@yahoo.com

Evening Conversation English Marianna Zonenberg mzonenberg@usa.net

Choir Nana Kalandadze nana.kalandadze58@gmail.com

City Tours Marika Nizharadze marinizh@yahoo.com

On the 5th of November  we had Interest Groups’ leader meeting at Betsy's Hotel 
with newcomers. It was so productive meeting because each group leaders had the 
opportunity to introduce own group the new members, answer their questions.

Thank you IWA President for inviting us and thank you all leaders for 
participation.

mailto:nasrinsardari@yahoo.com
mailto:j-fleur@rambler.ru
mailto:atakanoya@yahoo.com
mailto:mananachubinidze@yahoo.com
mailto:tweinheimer@mac.com
mailto:debgdunn@gmail.com
mailto:bakradze.maia@yahoo.com
mailto:rad.shirin5@gmail.com
mailto:gogatishvilitamar@gmail.com
mailto:fam.hirschi@hispeed.ch
mailto:tweinheimer@mac.com
mailto:bengu.akcardak@gmail.com
mailto:gedvilaite.iveta@gmail.com
mailto:lenchik_bej@yahoo.com
mailto:jannaajem@rambler.ru
mailto:mzonenberg@usa.net
mailto:nargesmahmudi@gmail.com
mailto:nana_shavtvaladze@yahoo.com
mailto:mzonenberg@usa.net
mailto:nana.kalandadze58@gmail.com


Interest Groups

Introduction to Georgian 
Designers 

By Bengu Akcardak
Once a month we meet at a ‘Georgian 
Designer’ Studio to learn more about 
their designs, their story to become a 
‘designer’. Our aim to learn more 
about their philosophy.

Choir and English 
Conversation Group

By Sally Ackerman 

Choir
We meet weekly on Fridays at 11 
am. We usually have a few 
performances throughout the year, one 
at the Holiday Fair and perhaps one or 
two others by invitation. We have lots of 
fun with music, rehearse in a beautiful 
art gallery (iArt Gallery), where we can 
see the exhibitions change regularly, and 
are fortunate enough to have Nana 
Kalandadze as our mentor and maestro 
in our quest to sing wonderful 
music. Nana works hard to find and 
arrange pieces for our voices and 
passions that we truly enjoy singing. We 
sing classical, jazz, traditional Georgian, 
carols, modern and even premier pieces 
arranged especially for us. Join us!

English Conversation

English conversation Group is dedicated 
to helping IWA members gain more 
expertise and ease speaking in the 
English language. The group is informal 
and the content of the conversation is 
guided by the members present. We 
currently meet once per week on 
Tuesdays at 1:00 pm at Iveria Cafe on 
Rose Revolution Square. Anyone 
wanting to improve their English 
conversation is welcome to attend!

Georgian Conversation 
Group

By Nana Shavtvaladze
Each lesson at IWA is fun as they are never 
alike... I always try to combine grammar and 
culture as adult learners subconsciously want to 
learn about culture and traditions behind the 
grammar rules... The subject discussed 
today/last meeting was Colors and Fruit... We 
have talked about which Color is the most loved 
by the Georgian people and why as well as the 
symbolism of Fruit in Georgia... The linguo-
cultural approach used was very much enjoyed 
by the audience. 



Interest Groups

“Cradle of Wine” – this is the way many 

people refer to Georgia as the 

motherland of the oldest wines. It is 

scientifically approved that Georgia is 

the country where wild wine has been 

“domesticated”. More than 8000 years 

old Rkatsiteli grape seeds were 

discovered in clay vessels, indicating on 

highly developed viticulture in Georgia.

There are over 500 unique and endemic 

grape varieties in Georgia. 30 are being 

used for wine-making . In Georgia every  

region has its own wine varieties.  

Kakheti is famous for Sapheravi, 

Rkatsiteli and Mtsvane. Kartli wines are 

Goruli Mtsvane, Chinebuli and 

Tavkveri. Imereti is known for  Tsitska, 

Tsolikouri,Aladasturi, Krakhuna and 

Otskhanuri Saphere. Ojaleshi is from 

Samegrelo, Racha-Lechkhumi is known 

for its Usakhelouri, Aleksandrouli, 

Mujuretuli and Tsulukidze’s Tetra as for 

Guria and Aphkhazia there are 

Tsolikouri and Chkhaveri.

The ancient traditional Georgian 

method of Qvevri wine-making has 

been granted the status of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage of Humanity by 

UNESCO.

The ancient traditional Georgian method of 

Qvevri wine-making has been granted the 

status of Intangible Cultural Heritage of 

Humanity by UNESCO.

From the 4th century AD , wine gained 

further importance in Georgian culture. 

Saint Nino, who preached Christianity to 

Georgia, entered with a cross made of wine 

wood.

Combining wine with cheese ,nuts, honey, 

barbecue and  generous Georgian feast 

,so called “Suphra “ with traditional toasts 

with full of stories behind, folklore and 

much more fun is a part of Georgian history.

Therefore , wine-tasting group meets every 

month , evening hours in one of the  family 

or factory wineries and represents you 

entrepreneurs and artisans, gastronomy and 

hospitality.  

Any interested IWA member is welcome! 

Join and enjoy with a glass of delicious wine 

and friendly gathering! ☺

Email : gogatishvilitamar@gmail.com

Wine Testing 

By Tamar Gogatishvili

mailto:gogatishvilitamar@gmail.com


Interest Groups

IWA ART GROUP

By Dali NAzarishvili

I am a Doctor and a member of

artist as well as architecture association in

Georgia. Many of my works are in personal

collections. I have my studio in old Tbilisi

in a quite artistic environment, that

inspires me and my students to express

themselves, to show their individuality

though exhibiting their work here once a

year and that gives them stimulus and

energy to continue creating. Their works

vary in expression, touching different

media, as graphics, water colors, oils,

collages. To truly experience the world of

art one needs to visit different exhibitions

in his area, so we are collectively going to

exhibitions. Every year my students are

being encouraged to participate in

international winter fair charity exhibition

of IWA. Despite everything above, we

welcome people to join us to see our

creative world. Also, those who want to

study and live here in our apartment.

NEW MEMBERS OF IWA

My name is Marion and I'm 

31. I arrived in Tbilisi in October 2019, just 

one month ago. I moved here after 7 years 

living and working as EU public affairs 

advisor in Brussels. Originally from Tours, 

France, I have also lived in London and the 

USA during my studies. I love discovering 

new places and I am very excited about this 

new experience in Georgia. At IWA I would 

be interested in taking part in activities about 

art, culture (especially movies), as well as 

wine testing. I am also available to run a 

French language conversation group in case 
there is interest!

INFANT HOUSE
By Debbie Dunn

Come join Mette , Farnaz, Kathleen + 
Debbie in the best volunteer work you will 
ever have. Help stimulate babies brains 
by holding, rocking, singing( in any 
language ) , looking at simple picture books, 
playing with infant toys or just looking into 
a human face smiling and talking just to 
them .

Help a 3/4 year old child use markers, 
play dough , puzzles, Blocks,Books , balls or 
musical toys etc, These older children also 
LOVE to go outside !

COME JOIN US, The children are 
delightful and you will get the biggest 
smiles you've ever seen. Tues. -10-12 is are 
usual time but I am there 
Monday,Tues, Thursday and Fri . Hope to 
see you soon. Debbie Dunn



Georgian News

Just at the beginning of this month Chef 

Roland Debuyst, the President of Bocuse 

d’Or Belgium signed my guest chef 

hat..Welcome to the Bocuse family Helena.

In 1987, the worlds legendary Chef 

Monsieur Paul Bocuse (1926-2018), “the 

Pope of the French Gastronomy” imagined 

a real show dedicated to cuisine and also to 

the chefs by applying the codes of major 

sporting events like the Olympic games to a 

cooking contest.

The contests main idea is to reveal new 

culinary talents and present them in front 

the whole gastronomy world.

But now Georgia joins the selections. In 

2019, Georgia has officially become the 

Bocuse d’Or new family member. That 

means that for the first time, Georgia will 

compete at the European Continental 

Competition of Bocuse d’Or in 2020 on the 

same level with the world's top culinary 

countries like France, Italy and Denmark.

Correspondingly, Georgia hosted the 

national contest for the first time, the main 

goal being to reveal countries most 

talented cook, the winner from eight teams 

who will best represent Georgia at the 

Bocuse d’Or Europe Continental contest in 

Tallinn, Estonia May 2020.

The first-ever National Competition of 

Bocuse d’Or Georgia took place in 

Tbilisi Expo Georgia, November 2-3, 

2019, where Georgian best, Belgian and 

Estonian chefs-judges have chosen only 

one out of eight contestants to represent 

Georgia at the Bocuse d’Or European 

Contest 2020 that will happen in 

Estonia, Tallinn on May 28-29.

The winner of the very first Bocuse d’Or 

Georgia 2019 to be representing the 

country of Georgia at the Bocuse d’Or 

European culinary contest in Tallinn, 

Estonia, May 2020 is Erik Sarkisyani, 

an emerging chef who prepared a dish 

titled “Tenderloin of 3 Techniques and a 

Seasonal Garnish.” He received the 

highest rankings from a jury consisting 

of eight renowned chefs

WELCOME TO THE BOCUSE D’OR

By Helena Bedwell



Georgian News

WELCOME TO THE BOCUSE D’OR

By Helena Bedwell

(Continue)

On November 3, the 11th pavilion of the 

Expo Georgia Convention Centre hosted the 

final of the largest gastronomic 

championship Bocuse d’Or for the first time. 

The large-scale national gastronomic 

competition was aimed at revealing the 

winners among eight teams, who will travel 

to Estonia to participate in Bocuse d’Or 

Europe in 2020. If they are successful, 

Georgia will participate in the Bocuse d’Or 

Grand Finale in 2021, in France, Lyon, 

where finalists from 24 countries will strive 

to win the highest award – Golden Bocuse 

(the Bocuse d’Or.)

Sarkisyan will compete in the European 

Continental Tournament in Tallinn in 2020 

on behalf of Georgia.

Chef Gabriel Tsiklauri came in second place 

at the Bocuse d’Or Georgia 2019 with his 

own exotic and exciting dish - Chalaghaji

marmalade with banana and chestnut 

aromas. Pullet liver put in chocolate ball and 

braised corn tower.

Giorgi Arabuli received the third place in 

the competition with the dish Chalaghagi

with celery bulb puree. Citrus flavored

Georgian cornbread crisps. Onion Pkhali

with pomegranate and plum. Pumpkin with 

plum and cauliflower. Demi-glace with 

honey and raisin.



Notices & Special Offers

Georgian Phrases                                                                   

es ! – ეს  – This

is! – ის – That            

ra ghirs is? – რა ღირს ის? – What is it worth?

bolo pasi? – ბოლო ფასი? – What is the last price?

mometsit es… – მომეცით ეს... – Give it to me! (polite)

skhva zoma gaqvt?  – სხვა ზომა გაქვთ?  – Do you have other size?

erti k’ilo – ერთი კილო – One kilo

erti tsali – ერთი ცალი – One piece

aighet… – აიღეთ... – Take it/pick up…               

ai tqveni khurda! – აი, თქვენი ხურდა! – Here is your change! 
by  Nana Shavtvaladze

www.lsgeorgia.com
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FRIENDS

DISCLAIMER: The International Women’s Association Georgia does not take responsibility for, nor does it 
endorse, any 

of the services or associations mentioned here. The opinions contained in the newsletter 
reflect the views of individual contributors and do not necessarily represent those of IWA Georgia 

BANKING DETAILS FOR THE DONATION

Sender’s name:  ქალთა
საერთაშორისო ასოციაცია-საქართველო

Personal number / Identification code:
406044659

Account number:  GE14PC0053600100019012
Sender’s bank

სს "პროკრედიტ ბანკი" Code MIBGGE22

tel:406044659

